Persuasive Writer: What’s My Position?
CCSSW1. Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.

What’s the issue? ______________________________________________________

What’s my position or claim? ____________________________________________

What evidence will I include to support my position?

☐ _____________________________________________________________________

☐ _____________________________________________________________________

☐ _____________________________________________________________________

☐ _____________________________________________________________________

☐ _____________________________________________________________________

☐ _____________________________________________________________________

☐ _____________________________________________________________________

☐ _____________________________________________________________________

(You can use the boxes to number the order in which you will give that evidence. You also can use it to evaluate the strength of your examples—for example, put + for the strongest evidence, √ for the evidence that supports but not as strongly.)

How will I start my statement?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

How will I conclude so people know how I supported my position?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
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